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Abstract 

This research article presents an atomistic study on the cyclic nanoindentation of equimolar-

ratio Co-Mn-Fe-Cr-Ni high entropy alloy (HEA) using molecular dynamics simulation. The 

study investigated the effects of indentation depth on the cyclic load vs. indentation depth of 

the HEA. The results showed that the cyclic response exhibits a pronounced shift towards 

plasticity with pile-up formation instead of sinking behaviour at higher indentation depth. 

Within the realm of MD simulations, the simulated hardness value reached up to 16 GPa for 

initial indentation cycle. A steep drop in the load-displacement curve was observed during 

elastic-plastic transition signifying substantial strain softening of the substrate. It was found 

that the densely clustered stacking faults undergoes a reverse transition during cyclic loading, 

contributing to the back propagation phase responsible for elastic recovery, despite subsequent 

strain hardening. The study provides important insights into the underlying mechanisms 

governing the cyclic mechanical behavior of HEAs to guide their improved 

micromanufacturing. 
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1. Introduction 

Cantor alloys or high entropy alloys (HEAs) are a class of alloys consisting of five or 

more metallic elements, each with an atomic percentage ranging from 5% to 35% [1–3]. Cantor 

alloys can have different types of crystal structures, such as face-centered cubic (FCC), body-

centered cubic (BCC), and close-packed hexagonal (HCP) [4]. The use of HEA dilutes the 
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needs of a particular elemental atom while providing similar or improved mechanical 

properties which can advance the ongoing debate and argument on reduced the need for mining. 

This can immensely benefit the aerospace, automotive, and biomedical industries [5]. 

Furthermore, the high-temperature stability and thermal shock resistance of HEA makes them 

a potential candidate for use in high-temperature applications [6,7]. The improved mechanical 

properties demonstrated by HEAs has continued to attract various research endeavours. [8]. 

Wu et al. [9,10] coated Fe-Co-Cr-Al-Cu-X HEA on the Cu substrate using laser high-entropy 

surface alloying, and the HEA coating was observed to significantly improve the hardness and 

the tribological performance of the material.  

One of the most promising FCC-type HEAs is the Equimolar-ratio Co-Mn-Fe-Cr-Ni 

alloy [11]. Thermo-Calc is a widely used software used to predict phase composition of an 

alloy across a wide range of temperature for a wide range of compositions. Figure 1 show the 

phase diagram of Co-Mn-Fe-Cr-Ni alloy obtained by calculating the Gibbs free energy at 

different temperature using Thermo-Calc software. It can be seen to have a narrow 

solidification temperature range and is single phase disordered FCC_L12 structure across a 

wide temperature range. At 300K, Co-Mn-Fe-Cr-Ni alloy (for equimolar ratio) has a stable 

FCC phase. This alloy possess remarkable low-temperature ductility, reaching ~71% at room 

temperature. This property makes it suitable for various applications that require high strength 

and toughness [12].  

While there have been studies on the material design and mechanical properties of HEA 

systems at atomic level, there are insufficient simulation studies performed on the cyclic 

deformation of HEA. Cyclic loading involves repeat loading and unloading which mimics 

nanofatigue conditions commonly experienced by the engineering systems, which is helpful to 

optimise materials design.  
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Figure 1. Thermocalc predicted phase diagram of Co-Mn-Fe-Cr-Ni HEA highlighting FCC 

phase for 0.2 mole fraction at 300 K with blue arrow. 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is a robust computational technique that can 

provide valuable insights into the mechanical behaviour of HEAs [13–15]. In the case of cyclic 

nanoindentation of HEAs, MD simulation can be particularly useful for understanding the 

underlying deformation and dislocation mechanisms. Figure 2 highlights some key benefits of 

using MD simulations. 

● Atomistic-level understanding: MD simulations allow researchers to observe the 

mechanical behaviour at the atomic level with the greatest fidelity. This atomistic-level 

understanding can provide valuable insights into the deformation mechanisms and 

dislocation behaviour of HEAs, which can be difficult to observe experimentally. 

● Predicting mechanical properties: It can be used to predict the mechanical properties of 

HEA alloys, such as their yield strength, modulus of elasticity, and hardness. By 

accurately modeling the atomic interactions and deformation mechanisms, MD 
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simulations can provide a more comprehensive understanding of the mechanical 

behavior of HEAs. 

● Guide for appropriate experimental work: MD simulations can provide insights that can 

guide experimental work. By identifying the most critical deformation mechanisms and 

providing detailed information on the atomic-level behavior of HEA alloys, it can inform 

the design of experiments and help researchers to better interpret their results. 

 

 

Figure 2. Key benefits of using MD simulation. 

 

Compared to the experiments, MD simulations can aid in the real-time visualisation of 

the stress and strain field and slip plane evolution of the material during nanoindentation, which 

is convenient for in-depth understanding of the mechanical behaviour of the material. Alhafez 

et al. [16] conducted an MD simulation study on single nanoindentation in the equi-atomic Co-

Mn-Fe-Cr-Ni Cantor alloy to understand the plasticity induced by a single nanoindentation 

stroke. Their work explored dislocation networks, plastic zones, and twin boundaries resulting 

from single nanoindentation. Recently, Fan et al. [17] used MD simulations and 

nanoindentation experiments to investigate hardness, modulus and dislocation mediated 

plasticity mechanism in Thermo-Calc phase predicted HEAs. They highlighted a “lasso” type 

dislocation loop due to the interaction of two shear loops on the (110) orientation. However, 

these studies were restricted to single stroke indentations approach. Our study seeks to offer a 
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holistic understanding of mechanical response of HEA by comparing single and cyclic loading 

conditions. 

In this paper, we present a testbed study on cyclic mechanical behaviour of a 

representative HEA during simulated nanoindentation with specific attention made to 

investigate the sub-surface events.  

 

2. Simulation methodology 

In this section, the methodology for constructing a model HEA and performing cyclic 

nanoindentation loading tests are introduced. The details and parameters used for the model 

development of the MD simulation are shown in Table 1.  

The atomic model construction of HEA is a complex process. The two schemes available 

to perform this task are cluster expansion and special quasi-random structures (SQS). Of these 

methods, the SQS method is more popular and is implemented in software such as Atomsk 

which was used here in this work. Accordingly, ATOMSK [18] was used to construct the (010) 

oriented HEA model with an FCC lattice structure which was used as an input for the Large 

scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS) [19] software. The 

equilibrium lattice constant of the HEA was 3.57 Å. In this alloy, all the elements were 

substitutionally alloyed in the Co matrix, meaning that they occupy the same crystal lattice 

positions as the base element. A random 80% random CO atoms were replaced by Mn, Fe, Cr, 

and Ni in equal ratios using ATOMSK. The simulation outputs were visualised through OVITO 

[20]. A schematic model of the HEA indentation process developed in this work is shown in 

Figure 3. Following the convention, the bottom most layer of the substrate was held rigidly to 

anchor the substate to resist the indentation force during nanoindentation and a thin thermostat 

was applied to mimic the experiments for taking the Joule heat away that would have otherwise 

been dissipated by the air surrounding the workpiece during the experiments. 

 

Table 1: Parameters of MD simulation model to perform cyclic nanoindentation on the surface 

of FCC structured HEA. 

Sr. No. Parameters Value 

1 Workpiece material HEA (Co: 20%, Mn: 20%, Fe:20%, Cr:20%, Ni:20%)  

2 Lattice constant of the 

HEA 

Face centre cubic (FCC) with a lattice constant of 3.57 

Å 
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3 Number of atoms in the 

HEA substrate 

8,64,000 

4 Indenter A purely repulsive indenter with a diameter of 80 Å  

5 Indentation depths (h) Cycle 1: 10 Å, Cycle 2: 12.5 Å, Cycle 3: 15 Å, Cycle 4: 

17.5 Å and Cycle 5: 20 Å; and single shot case: 20 Å 

6 Time step 2 femtoseconds 

7 Initial temperature of the 

workpiece 

300 K 

8 Indenter velocity 50 m/s 

9 Interatomic Potential Second nearest neighbour modified embedded atom 

method (MEAM 2NN) [21] 

10 Boundary X: periodic, Y: periodic, Z: periodic 

 

 

Figure 3. MD simulation model of cyclic nanoindentation. Atomic colours are shown for 

different elements of a model HEA system. 

The second nearest neighbour modified embedded atom method (MEAM 2NN) potential 

was adopted to describe the chemical interactions between Co-Mn-Fe-Cr-Ni elements. This is 

to keep in mind that in contrast to the EAM formulation, MEAM formulation introduces an 

angular dependence to the electron density contribution from an atom. MEAM 2NN is an 

extension to the original MEAM developed by Baskes in 1992 [22], which is now referred to 
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as MEAM 2NN [21,23]. In this MEAM formulation, the total energy E of a system of atoms 

is expressed as: 

1

2




 
  

 
 i i ij ij

i i j

E= F ( ) ( r )          (1) 

where F is the embedding energy which is a function of the atomic electron density ρ, and ϕ is 

a pair potential interaction. The pair interaction is summed over all neighbours j of atom i 

within the cut-off distance, which was considered as 5 Å in this study.  

An imaginary spherical shaped rigid indenter of radius, R = 40 Å was described by a 

repulsive force constant F(r) = -K(r-R)2 where K is the force constant (1 KeV/Å3) and r is the 

distance of atom of the work piece from the centre of the spherical indenter. This implies that 

F(r) remains repulsive if R > r or becomes zero otherwise. The HEA work sample was 

equilibrated for 100 ps under a constant micro-canonical ensemble (NVE)at 300 K. After the 

equilibration process, displacement controlled, cyclic loading was applied along the y-direction 

by prescribing the indenter a forward and backward cyclic velocity of 50 m/s for different time 

durations to achieve the intended displacement [24]. To compare the two conditions, the 

simulation was setup in two scenarios (i) cyclic nanoindentation with a progressive increasing 

displacement (indentation depth) of 10 Å (ID10), 12.5 Å (ID12.5), 15 Å (ID15), 17.5 Å (ID17.5) 

and 20 Å (ID20); and (ii) a single shot indentation (IDsi) for a total indentation depth of 20 Å to 

benchmark against the multi-cycle indentation. The indenter was unloaded after each cyclic 

indentation and bring back to initial zero depth position and then reloaded to 2.5 Å deeper to 

previous indentation cycle. The deformation mechanisms and defect evolutions of plastic 

deformation were explored by the Polyhedral Template Matching (PTM).  

 

 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1 Response in elasto-plastic deformation regime 

3.1.1 Loading and unloading response 

The relation between indentation load and corresponding indentation depth in each cycle 

was investigated to assess the elastoplastic response at the atomic level. Figure 4 depicts load 

vs. indentation depth (P-h) plots for the indentation and retraction of the indenter for both cases: 

cyclic and single shot indentation. Oliver and Pharr (O&P) [25]  method was used to describe 

the elastoplastic regime and characterise the material properties for P-h. For elastic modulus E 

calculation, this method relies on the projected contact area from a power-law fitted to the 
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unloading curve of the P-h plot. The slope of unloading curve (S) and elastic modulus of 

indenter (Ei) enables one to obtain the reduced elastic modulus (Er) of material which can then 

be used to obtain E using the following equations: 

22 11 1 i

r iE E E

 
            (2) 

where υ and υi are the Poisson’s ratio of work piece material and the indenter.  

In this work, a rigid indenter of infinite E was used for indentation, thus, E of HEA 

system can be calculated using formula: 

2(1 )rE E              (3) 

where the value of υ (Poisson’s ratio of Co-Mn-Fe-Cr-Ni HEA) was taken as 0.265 from the 

previous study [26]. Thus, Er can be obtained as: 

1
(  )

2r

c

S
E in GPa

A




          (4) 

where β (1 for spherical indenter) is a constant, Ac (= πh(2r-h)) is projected contact area (m2), 

S is the slope of the top one-third part of the unloading curve which was obtained as 855 N/m 

for initial indentation depth of 10 Å from the simulation result. 

The obtained value of Er from O&P equation was ≈ 161 GPa and this value was used to obtain 

E of HEA from Eq. 3 as ≈150 GPa for the [0 1 0] crystal orientation. It must however be noted 

that the purely repulsive indenter has limitations and does often less accurate values for the 

hardness and modulus which has been discussed extensively in our other work [27].  

Moreover, for the known Er value, a Hertzian power law [28] curve can be plotted to distinguish 

the elastic regime under a spherical nanoindentator using: 

1/2 3/24

3
 rP E R h           (5) 

where R is the indenter radius. 

During the initial indentation at depth 10 Å, the HEA system demonstrated a close match 

between its elastic regime and the Hertzian fit, up to a peak load of 326 nN (~ depth of 8.6 Å) 

which is also shown in Figure 4. This peak load marks the critical transition point from elastic 

to plastic behavior, indicating the limit of material's elastic regime under the finite indenter size 

used. Beyond this point, plastic flow begins. It is worth noting that after the first indentation, 

nearly all subsequent cycles exhibited a strain hardening effect, indicating the formation of a 

restrictive disordered crystallography resulting from deformation-induced hardening. These 

effects were particularly prominent in ID12.5 and ID20 cycles at depths of 7.5 Å and 13 Å, 
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respectively. Interestingly in the case of IDsi, strain hardening was observed to occur after 

significant plastic flow before the onset of strain hardening during single shot indentation 

compared to the cyclic nanoindentation. When examining the plastic regime of IDsi, the loading 

response closely aligned with the cyclic loading responses up to a depth of 17.5 Å. However, 

beyond that depth, ID20 cycle exhibited an increase in loading force, reaching 610 nN, whereas 

the IDsi case only reached 502 nN for the same depth of 20 Å. 

The observed hysteresis in the P-h plots for all nanoindentation cases exhibit a trend that 

was consistent with previous experimental and computational studies [16,29,30]. Apart from 

shallow indentation in the ID10 cycle, a reverse load was observed at the beginning of unloading 

in subsequent cycles, including the IDsi case at a depth of 20 Å. This phenomenon may be 

attributed to the existence of sunken disordered crystallography and entanglement at deeper 

indentation with strain hardening, exerting force on the indenter during the elastic recovery 

phase.  

 

Figure 4. Simulated load vs. indentation depth obtained from indentation-retraction cycles for 

the Co-Mn-Fe-Cr-Ni HEA system. The unloading slope provides an Er of ≈ 161 GPa, which 

was used to fit the Hertzian law (P=4/3 ErR1/2h3/2). A single shot indentation is shown in dashed 

magenta line. 
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3.1.2 Resistance to plastic deformation regime 

The response of cyclic loading on the hardness of metals in the plastic deformation 

regime can be obtained from the P-h plot shown in Figure 5a. Hardness values in this study 

were determined using the ratio of the indentation load to the geometric projected contact area 

under the indenter at a finite depth of indentation. During the loading phase, fluctuations in 

hardness were observed, primarily attributed to atomic reconfiguration triggered by an 

avalanche of stacking faults and strain hardening phenomena. Notably, the strain hardening 

effect observed in the hardness versus indentation depth curves during both cyclic and single 

shot indentation experiments exhibit a resemblance to the observations made in the P-h plots.  

The hardness values obtained during cyclic nanoindentation exhibited intriguing 

variations, as shown in Fig 5a. The initial increase in the load (for all the cycles) can be 

attributed to elastic deformation, whereas once the peak load is reached, the  load decreases  

due to the strain softening behaviour. To quantify this, the hardness was calculated after each 

indentation cycle which is shown in Fig 5b. It can be seen from these hardness variations that 

Cycle 2 and Cycle 5 showed a reduced value corroborating with the hypothesis that the HEA 

has undergone strain softening.. The initial indentations in the ID10 and IDsi cases exhibited a 

peak hardness of approximately 16 GPa at the elastic-plastic transition point, with an average 

hardness of 15.2 ± 0.8 GPa for ID10 and 13 ± 1.4 GPa for IDsi. These hardness values obtained 

for the HEA system were found to be higher than experimental values [31] attributed to the use 

of a purely repulsive indenter and small size of the indentation[27]. Moreover, it is important 

to consider the size effect when interpreting the results of shallow indentations. The size effect 

refers to the phenomenon where the mechanical response of a material is influenced by  the 

scale of deformation.  

After ID10 cycle, a notable decrease of 42.7% in the average hardness was observed 

compared to  the ID12.5 cycle. Subsequently for ID15 cycle, the average hardness increased to 

13 ± 0.6 GPa. However, this trend again reversed to an average hardness of 8.2 ± 3.7 GPa for 

ID20. The observed variations in the average hardness may be attributed to pile-up formation, 

which influences the contact area. Moreover, the elastic recovery of the material between 

successive cycles contribute to the observed fluctuations in hardness. The subsequent increase 

in average hardness during the ID15 cycle, followed by another decrease in subsequent cycles, 

suggests the presence of additional deformation mechanisms at higher depths. To gain a 

comprehensive understanding of these hardness variations during cyclic nanoindentation, 

further investigations were necessary to elucidate the underlying mechanisms involved. 
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Figure 5. (a) Hardness vs. indentation plots for elastoplastic regime during loading phase of 

nanoindentation and (b) representative average hardness vs. indentation depth within the plastic 

deformation regime.  

 

3.2 Analysis of atomistic simulations 

3.2.1 Out-of-plane atomic displacement profile analysis 

Fig 6 presents a topographic analysis of the indented HEAat various stages of loading 

and unloading for different depths of indentation. For ID10 cycle, out-of-plane atomic 

displacement was observed. However, up to depth of 12.5 Å height of pile up was insignificant 

to understand the type of profiles.  

As the indentation depth increased in subsequent cycles, starting from ID15, clear pile-up 

profiles were observed in the (010) crystallographic direction, exhibiting a four-fold symmetry 

in retraction. It is to be noted that the maximum pile-up profiles of height ≈ 5 Å was observed 

for ID20 retraction compared to ≈ 4.1 Å for IDsi retraction. These out-of-plane pile-up profiles 

suggests restricted in-plane atomic displacements of the material accompanied by significant 

plastic flow. The pronounced plastic flow of the material, as evidenced by the pile-up 

formations, contribute to the variations in average hardness during cyclic nanoindentation. 

These phenomena in HEA system can confer notable advantages in the realm of 

micromachining such materials. This stems from the potential effects induced by pile up on the 

precise execution of machining operations, the quality of the resulting surface, and the forces 

exerted during cutting processes. 
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Figure 6. Schematic of atomic displacement profiles after indentation and retraction cycles at 

indentation depth from 10 Å to 20 Å on HEA system. The depth in y-direction is represented 

by rainbow colours. The out-of-plane pile-ups appear in red colour. To understand the 

indentation, the depth in the sectional views of geometry is sliced in y-direction up to 25 Å 

depth. 

 

3.2.2 Analysis of stacking fault evolution and structural changes  

Stacking faults (SFs) play a significant role in the strain hardening effect and pile-up 

formation observed during nanoindentation of crystalline materials [32]. SFs are deviations 

from the ideal atomic arrangement within the crystal lattice, causing disruptions in the 

sequential stacking of atomic layers. These SFs have a profound impact on the strain field 

around the indentation and influence the elasto-plastic deformation behavior [24]. 

The SFs evolution in FCC structured HEA during the nanoindentation process is shown 

in Figure 7(a-c). Form Figure 7a, stacking faults with a V-shaped arrangement beneath the 

shallow indentation were observed, serving as slip planes for dislocation movement during 

initial plastic deformation.  
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Figure 7.  Snapshots of sectional view of the evolution of stacking fault structures during 

indentation and retraction (’) cycle of (b) ID10, (c) ID20, and (d) IDsi. Atoms are coloured as per 

the structure type; FCC, BCC, HCP, and disordered structure in green, red, blue, and grey 

colour, respectively. Besides, the figure size does not represent the actual model size. 

 

At higher indentation depths, clustering of SF inhibits dislocation motion and contributes 

to strain hardening effects. During the retraction cycle, these SFs restrict elastic recovery. It 

can be noted that after the 5th cycle of indentation (ID20), reduced SF-mediated disordered 

structure were observed compared to single-shot indentation (Figure 7b and c).  

Figure 8 depicts defect formations after indentation and retraction for ID10, ID20 and IDsi 

cases, providing further insights into the evolution of stacking faults. During the initial cycle 

of indentation, marked by a shallow depth of 10 Å, the onset of plasticity beneath the indenter 

can be seen. The network density of SF structures near the indenter tip was increased in the 5th 

cycle of indentation compared to 1st cycle, which hinders  elastic recovery. It was found that 

densely clustered SF undergoes reverse transition during cyclic loading, which contributed to 

reversible FCC ordering or back propagation, as observed in Figure 7b’. This was in contrast 

to the single shot indent which showed wider SF formation that hinders such back propagation 

and recovery. Furthermore, the formation of clustered SF was primarily responsible for early 

strain hardening in cyclic loading. As a result, the average hardness values were higher in cyclic 

loading cases compared to single-shot indentations. 
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Figure 8. The snapshots of crystal defect in ID10, ID20, and IDsi case after indentation and 

retraction of indentation. Noting that all FCC atoms have been deleted, leaving red BCC that 

denote the stacking faults or twin boundary and blue HCP formations. 

 

3.3 Elastic recovery analysis  

During cyclic nanoindentation, elastic recovery plays a crucial role in mitigating inelastic 

deformations and enabling the material to partially restore its initial state, as illustrated in 

Figures 7 and 8. This phenomenon contributes to the material's resilience and its ability to 

withstand repeated loading cycles. Elastic recovery also influence the formation of pile up and 

affects  hardness. To analyze the elastic depth recovery, an evaluation was conducted from 

position of surface atoms. The percentage of elastic depth recovery ratio was determined using 

Eq. 3 [33] and presented in Figure 9.  

0  (%)
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h

y
h

h
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where h is maximum indentation depth, h’ unrecovered depth after retraction.  
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Figure 9. Elastic depth recovery for observed in cyclic and single shot nanoindentation cases.  

 

In the 1st cycle, which had a shallow indentation depth of 10 Å, the process primarily 

remained in the elastic regime without significant disruption of crystallography. As a result, 

the obtained recovery was maximum with a depth recovery of 64.8%, as shown in Figure 9. 

Subsequent cycles with higher indentation depths exhibited inelastic behavior, leading to a 

decreasing trend in the elastic depth recovery ratio. Here, the intermediate cycles of ID12.5, ID15, 

and ID17.5 showed elastic depth recovery ratios of 50.2%, 43.3%, and 37.14%, respectively. 

This decrease was attributed to strain hardening and an extended plastic regime at higher 

indentation depths, resulting in lower elastic depth recovery. In the final cycle of ID20, an elastic 

depth recovery of 36.5% was observed, which was 13% higher than the 32.3% recovery 

observed in the single-shot indentation case with the same depth. These findings are consistent 

with the observations from the previous section, suggesting that cyclic loading promotes a 

higher degree of recovery due the FCC back propagation phase responsible for the elastic 

recovery despite of strain hardening. 

The elastic behaviour of HEA in cyclic nanoindentation is relevant to micromachining 

processes as it helps mitigate permanent deformations and facilitates material recovery, 

contributing to precision, reduced damage, and improved efficiency in microscale 

manufacturing. 
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4. Conclusion 

This atomistic study investigated the effects of indentation depth on the cyclic 

mechanical behaviour of a model HEA (Co-Mn-Fe-Cr-Ni). The results revealed a pronounced 

degree of pile-up formation at higher indentation depths, accompanied by strain hardening due 

to restricted atomic displacements on slip planes. The initial indentations at 10 Å depth showed 

strong size effects resulting in an estimated hardness of approximately 16 GPa at the elastic-

plastic transition point. A phenomenon of strain hardening was observed as the plastic 

deformation starts, which can be attributed to the restricted atomic displacements on the slip 

planes. Despite undergoing strain hardening, densely clustered SF was found to undergo a 

reverse transition during cyclic loading, contributing to the back propagation phase responsible 

for elastic recovery. These findings provide valuable insights for improving 

micromanufacturing processes, enhancing precision, reducing damage, and increasing 

efficiency in microscale manufacturing applications with HEAs. 
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